1. Consider a function t{x, y), denned in x^O, y^O, with continuous first partial derivatives, which satisfies the differential equation dH dt dt (1) -+ -+-= 0.
dxdy dx dy
It is well known1 that t(x, y) is uniquely determined when boundary values t(x, 0) and 2(0, y) are specified. By a straight-forward application of Laplace transforms, one may obtain (formally) the solution where F(x) is known.
In the evaluation of (2) for particular boundary conditions,* or in the solution of integral equations of the type (4), it is sometimes convenient to replace Ka(x, y) and K\{x, y) by approximating functions which are more suitable for numerical or analytical work. For large values of the arguments, one could, of course, use the asymptotic formulas for the Bessel functions,4 while for small values of the arguments, the power series expansions would suffice. It is desirable, however, particularly in the case of the integral equation (4), to obtain approximations to K0(xu y) and K\(x, y) which hold uniformly in 0£x< oo.
We shall show that, for suitably large values of y, K0 and K\ can be approximated uniformly in x by means of the normal probability function,
We find that 
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It follows from (8) that lim hn(\, y) = d>(\), n = 0, 1, uniformly in each bounded region of the complex X-plane. From this result and from standard theorems for the Laplace transform, one can deduce (6a) and (6b). It is not necessary to give details at this point since we are going to prove the stronger results (7a) and (7b).
By means of the complex inversion formula for the Laplace transform,6 we can write
where Cn is any vertical line <R\=a, with a> -(2y+l -m)1/2, and where the principal value of the integral is to be taken. Now, A"(X, y) « D. V. Widder, The Laplace transform, Princeton, 1946, p. 241. is analytic at each point of the finite X-plane except for an essential singularity atX= -(2y4-l-«)l/2. By a simple application of Cauchy's theorem, we can replace the contour C" by the contour shown in Fig.   1 . We assume 0<e<l. If we let (11) Im = f e*xhn(\ y)d\, we can write, for » = 0, 1, and xsZ -(y4-l -n)/(2y+l -n)1'2, (12) 1 Bn{X' y) ~ *(*} 1 g I /.!-*(*) I + I /«I 4-Ja I + I Jn2 + J»4 | .
In the following sections we obtain upper bounds for each of the quantities on the right-hand side of (12).
3. Preliminary lemmas. We first prove the following lemmas:
exp <-> = er" + iaue~a 4-er*'*, | 6 \ < 1.
( 1 4-iu) 1 -« Lemma 2. If b>0, -e<u<e<l, then 1 (1 4-iu 6 4-1) ibu
4-arc cos (e -1) 4-, 0 < 1.
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To prove Lemma 1, we apply Taylor's theorem in the form CXP I 14-iu) (13)
where C is the circle |w| =p, e<p<l. For w on C, w=pei*, we have exp {-a/(l -f-w)} I exp {-a?l(l/(l + w))} -> 51 = real part. where T is the contour shown in Fig. 2 . We note that for w on T, Fig. 2 >l-e, and that AB = (2c)1/2, cos/3 =(e/2)1'2, cosa=e-l. For «/ on Ti, w = e**, cos $ > e -1, and we have Combining (14), (15), (16), and (17), we obtain Lemma 2. we find
For the integrals 7u and lit we make the change of variables X = (2y)1/2(-l+w).
From (10b) and (11) we obtain 
The same estimate may be obtained for In.
To obtain (7b), we take y^lO and t-l/2. Then (19), (20), and Combining (12), (23), (24), and (25), we obtain finally . 0.236 1.130 I Hx{x, y) -4>(s) I <-1-h 0.980«-»'*.
,1/2 y Equation (7b) now follows from (9b) and this inequality.
5. Error estimate for 7C0. The procedure used to obtajn (7b) may be followed with obvious modifications to obtain (7a). Accordingly, we shall only sketch the proof of (7a). From (10a), (11) 
